Integration Guidelines: Sales Boomerang & Insellerate

Integrating Sales Boomerang with your Insellerate Customer Relationship Management (CRM) delivers timely borrower intelligence directly to your inFlow lead queue. Loan Officers can access that intelligence without the friction of learning or logging into a new system, leveraging it for direct outreach and/or automated journeys for borrowers and prospects.

Enabling the Integration

To get started, have your organization’s Sales Operations Manager or other CRM subject matter expert contact your Customer Success Manager at Insellerate or assigned Integration Manager at Sales Boomerang, respectively.

While the level of effort to set up integration will vary with your Insellerate instance, our clients report that on average they spend less than an hour on integration tasks. At a high level, these will include:

- Determining the types of records to put into Sales Boomerang and confirming the data sent.
- Reviewing the test alerts sent to Insellerate.

To streamline the integration process, we recommend these best practices:

- Give Insellerate advance notice that you will be working with Sales Boomerang on this integration.
- Know and review your application/loan statuses and “no sale” application reasons up front (e.g. nurture, lost to competitor, etc.) – as these will affect the lead filters we set up to receive records into Sales Boomerang.

How It Works

Data exchange between Insellerate and Sales Boomerang works as follows:

- **Sending Records** - Records are sent to Sales Boomerang from Insellerate via API. Sales Boomerang will check for a full name and valid address, and will use Lead Filters to allow the records you want into our system. Depending on your configuration in Insellerate, when a record is updated in Insellerate (Application Created, Updated, Reassigned, or Status Changed) it is sent over to Sales Boomerang again. Sales Boomerang will deduplicate this record based on name and address and update the fields that have changed.
- **Receiving Alerts** - Alerts are generated in Sales Boomerang based on the watch settings you decide for each watch type, and then sent to Insellerate via API. (e.g. You might require a certain FICO score for a Credit Improvement alert to trigger.) The alerts will appear in Insellerate within 2 hours of Sales Boomerang receiving the alert.
  - Alerts display on the Sales Boomerang tab in the “inFlow” section of your Insellerate CRM.

  - Loan Officers will see all of their lead’s alerts listed here. Per Insellerate permissions, other roles can see all alerts as well. This will be based upon configuration with Insellerate.
  - Click on each alert to see actionable details, including the type of alert that triggered, the date it was created, the FICO tier, and rate details.

- **Updating Records in Insellerate** - No existing Insellerate data is altered.

Once leads can flow to Insellerate, you will need to make decisions on workflows - how to follow up on an alert - as described next.

**Making the Most Out of Borrower Intelligence**

There are two approaches to leveraging Sales Boomerang alerts that are included with your Insellerate account, as described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What it means:</th>
<th>Recommended for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct Outreach</strong></td>
<td>Use recommended email, text, and phone scripts from Sales Boomerang to reach out directly to your borrowers and prospects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timely follow-up when someone is already in the market, as for Mortgage Inquiry, Listing, and EPO (early payoff) alerts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delivering good news related to Credit Improvement alerts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acting on Prescriptive Scenarios (Cash-out, FHA MI Removal, and Rate-and-Term), which provide rich data to surface near-term refinance opportunities with the borrower or prospect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What it means:</td>
<td>Recommended for:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Nurture</td>
<td>Life Events alerts, which provide an early indication of the need for a financial transaction (e.g. a borrower/prospect who is a recent Empty Nester may be interested in moving down to a smaller house, or a cash-out refinance or HELOC to remodel bedrooms for alternate uses. Equity, Rate, and Reverse Mortgage alerts, which provide an initial indicator that a refinance opportunity exists.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your organization may choose to combine direct and automated outreach, at least until the Loan Officer has successfully engaged the borrower or prospect, as illustrated below.

**Sample Nurseries**

The following provide just a couple examples of the journey you might create following receipt of an alert. These examples typically used by Insellerate clients focus on text and email outreach, but personal calls can also be instrumental.

**Equity Alert Follow-up**

1. **Text**
   - Immediate
   - Good news about your equity

2. **Text**
   - 2 days after alert
   - Ensure we are meeting your goals

3. **Text**
   - 7 days after alert
   - Reminder of prior outreach

4. **Text**
   - 14 days after alert
   - Money in your home you could use

5. **Text**
   - 15 days after alert
   - Courtesy call about options, no obligation

6. **Email**
   - 30 days after alert
   - You need to see this

7. **Text**
   - 30 days after alert
   - Bad time? Will check back again

8. **Email**
   - 35 days after alert
   - Market shift: Put your equity to work

9. **Email**
   - 50 days after alert
   - Altered 2 days ago - your equity position changed favorably

10. **Text**
    - 60 days after alert
    - Ready to hear more about your options?

11. **Email**
    - 90 days after alert
    - Final equity notification - favorable change
Listing Alert Follow-up

1. **Text**
   1 day after alert
   Congrats on listing your home

2. **Text**
   2 days after alert
   Do you have your pre-approval letter?

3. **Text**
   5 days after alert
   Let's go over your options as a seller, and as a buyer

4. **Text**
   7 days after alert
   Even .25% change in rate affects the home you qualify for

5. **Text**
   10 days after alert
   Good partner – hope you are getting best service & pricing

6. **Text**
   21 days after alert
   Are you happy with your loan?

7. **Email**
   30 days after alert
   Congrats on listing your home

8. **Text**
   30 days after alert
   Team just alerted me you listed your home

9. **Email**
   35 days after alert
   No borrower left behind, 2nd attempt

10. **Text**
    35 days after alert
    Appreciate prior trust, let me show programs

11. **Email**
    42 days after alert
    3rd Notice - System alert notification

12. **Text**
    42 days after alert
    Get your pre-approval letter for next home; lender for life

13. **Text**
    50 days after alert
    Pre-approval letter

14. **Email**
    56 days after alert
    Final system alert notification

More Information

For more information, email the Sales Boomerang Integrations team at integrations@salesboomerang.com.